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Abstract
This paperfocusesuponfeatures of two-dimensional
space
that facilitate and/orobstructtravel throughit. Threekinds
of facilitators andfour kindsof obstructersate identified.
For eachone, learningalgorithmsand navigationalapplications ate proposed.Theprogramdescribedhere simulatesa
robot that learns such features as it encountersthem,and
then appliesthemto subsequent
travel decisions.Theresulting systemtravels pragmaticallythrougha variety of twodimensionalworlds.

moredifficult, such as a door into a roomor an extended
wall. In a newterritory, a pragmaticnavigator initially
performsas a competentnovice, and then, as it learns features of the territory from traveling there, it uses that
knowledgeto improveits performance.As envisioned here,
mostfeatures are heuristic rather than absolutely accurate,
they are useful approximationsthat describe a territory and
travel experience through it. Suchrepresentation defiberately sacrifices detail in exchangefor efficient storage, retrieval, and computation.
Thepragmatic
navigation
taskwasfirst suggested
as a
problem
thatwouldchallenge
thepowerof searchalgorithms
(Korf
1990).
Therobot’s
world
isa maze,
a discrete.
rectangular
gridwithexternal
walls
andinternal
obsCuctions like the 14 x 14 mazethat is 30%obstructed in Figure
1. (All the examplesin this paper are taken from actual
runs; the experimentsthemselvesare on substantially larger

1. Introduction
As we send robots into dangerous, distant, or dynamicdomains, their ability to navigate through them becomesan
increasingly important issue. Because the robots’ controllers mayhaveno mapfor the territory to be traversed, a
reasonable approachwouldbe to have the robot learn about
the spaceit travels through. Thereare twoissues that arise,
however,if we require the robot to mapthis new space explicitly. First, accurate mappingis unlikely, since robotic
sensors are subject to noise and robotic travel is subject to
error. Second,unless people plan to follow the robot into
the territory, the robot’s principle goal is to travel fromone
point to another, not to construct a map.The alternative
proposedhere is to satisfice, to havethe robot learn approximations of the territory that support competent,rather than
optimal, travel. The foundation concepts for this workare
the facilitation and the obstruction of movementthrough
space.
Pragmatic navigation aspires to provide robust, competent performance in two-dimensional space, performance
that improvesacross time and is resilient to changes in
origin and destination. Instead of pre-engineeredexpertise
for a particular territory, a pragmaticnavigator learns its
way arounda new territory from a series of trips through
the territory, trips whoseorigins and destinations differ.
Just as a person whotravels efficiently through a campus
does not retain a detailed description of each trip or rememberthe location of each tree and rock, a pragmatic
navigator ignores muchtravel history and manytopographical details. Instead of a detailed map,pragmaticnavigation
relies uponfeatures that support efficient travel or makeit
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mazesthan this one.) Alocation (r, c) in a mazeis the position in the rth row and cth column,addressed as if it were
an array. A problemis to travel from an initial robot location R to some goal location G in a sequence of legal
moves,that is, to find a (not necessarily optimal) path
the goal. In Figure 1 the problemis to travel from(9, 8)
(1, 14). In any state, the robot senses only its owncoordiuates, the coordinates of the goal, the dimensions of the
maze, and the distance north, south, east, and west to the
nearest obstruction or to the goal. The robot does not sense
while moving, only before a move. The robot knows the
path it has thus far Ira versedin the current problem,but it is
not given, and does not construct, an explicit, de tailed map
of the matelike the one in Figure1.
Instead of a map, pragmatic navigation relies upon two
kinds of features to describe a territory: those that support
efficient travel (facilitators) and those makeit moredifficult (obstructers). Thesefeatures constitute useful knowledge, and are learned for a specific territory from experience. Althoughit maybe approximate, useful knowledgeis
expected to enhance performance. The robot remembers
any useful knowledgeacquired in previ ons trips through
this maze, perhapsthe lengthy irregular wall separating the
eastern and western portions of Figure 1, and the dead-end
at (12, 13). Eachfeature is prespecified by the systemdesigner, includingits learning algorithm,learning time limit,
and learning schedule(after a decision, a problem,or a set
of problems).
Intuitively, a legal movepasses through any numberof
unobstructedlocations in a vertical or horizontal line. The
robot in Figure 1 has 11 legal moves:north to (7, 8) and
(8, 8), east to (9, 9) through(9, 14), south to (10,
west to (9, 6) and (9, 7). A problemsolvable if andonly
if there exists somepath
<R =loc0movellOCl...moveiloci...locp.lmoveplocp = G>
such that move
i is a legal movefrom loci. 1 to loc i for
I <i <p. Thelevel of difficulty of a solvableproblemis the
minimum
value of p for whichthere is a solution, i.e., the
minimumnumberof legal moves with which the robot can
reach the goal. (Effectively, the level of difficulty of
problem is one more than the minimumnumber of left or
right turns the robot must maketo reach the goal.) This is
different from the Manhattandistance from R to G. Figure
1 is a level-6 problem;one six-movesolution for it, with
Manhattandistance 16, is indicated there. Interchanging
the robot and the goal produces another problem at the
samelevel. The headingof the task is the subset of {north,
east, south, west}that describes the direction from R to G.
Theheadingof the task in Figure1 is {north, east}.
This task has several performancecriteria. The robot is
expected to solve multiple problems in the same maze.
Easier problemsshould be easier to solve. The robot is expected to perform quickly. Speed can be measured as
elapsed computation time, number of decisions, or path
length (Manhattandistance) traveled. The robot is also expected to perform efficiently. Efficiency can be measured
as the numberof distinct locations visited or the percentage
of repeated locations in a path. Finally, the robot is ex-

pected to learn; its performanceshould improvewith experience.
The task formulated aboveis not amenableto traditional
AI techniques. Depth-first search requires substantial
backtracking;its paths are long and repetitive. Breadth-f’wst
search visits too manynodes; on most hard problemsit approachesexhaustivesearch while it visits a high proportion
of nodes in the search space and maintains a very large
structure for open paths. Means-endsanalysis is inapplicable because it requires knowledgeabout the vicinity of the
goal to reason backwards. Best-f’wst search with a
"sensible" evaluation function, such as Euclideandis tance
to the goal, is easily misled by deceptive problemswhere
proximity is not a valid indicator of progress. (The goal
might be hidden behind a long wall so that the robot must
moveawayfrom the goal to reach it eventually. For example, placing the robot at (9, 4) and the goal at (8, 5)
Figure 1 producesa deceptive level-6 problem.) For a large
maze, explicit search wouldbe extremely inefficient, perhaps intractable.
The next two sections describe the facilitators and obstructers used by a programcalled Ariadne, whosereasoning process is described in Section 4. (Ariadne, daughter of
King Minos of Crete, told Theseus howto fred his way
throughthe labyrinth that protected a great treasure.) Section 5 evaluates the role of facilitators and obstructers in
Ariadne. Subsequentsections consider Ariadne’s cognitive
plausibility and related work.

2. Facilitators
Ariadne has three kinds of facilitators: gates, bases, and
corners. A gate has, in theory, the ability to provide a transition from one large segmentof space to another. A base
repeate~y appears as a counter-intuitive choice in successful paths. Acorner offers the possibility of a newdirection.
Since the robot knowsthe dimensionsof the maze, it can
calculate quadrants. Agate is a location that offers a tramition from one quadrant of the mazeto another. After each
move,the robot can test whether its quadrant has changed,
that is, if it has moved
througha gate. If so, the robot’s current location is learned as a gate betweenthe current quadrant and the previous one. A gate maynot al ways be helpful, for example,(8, 10) is a gate betweenquadrants and
4 in Figure2(a), but it offers access to little of quadrant
Eachgate is stored with its extent (rectangular approximation of the locations from which it can be reached) in
hash table whosekey is the sorted pair of quadrant numbers. The extent of (8, 10) in Figure 2(a), for example,
the rectanglewithvertices (6, 10), (9, 10), (9, 5), and(6,
Ariadneonly learns the gates it visits, so manylocations in
Figure 2(a) that satisfy the definition of gate were not
learned and are not marked. The subdivision of the maze
into only four areas (the quadrants) was deliberate. If one
specifies more, there are an increased numberof gate categories to manage(as manyas nC2 for n areas). If one
specifies fewer, there is too little transition information.
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Figure 2: After 20 problems:(a) gates and (b) corridors learned for a simple maze.
A corridor is a passagewayof width one that either has a
single exit (a dead-end)or is a hallway.A pipe is a slraight
hallway,that is, its endpointslie in the samerowor the
same CO|nmnIn Figure 2(b), there is a hallway from
(13, 5) to (14, 8) and a pipe from(14, 10) to (14, 11).
pipes offer a viewof the space after their far end. For example, from (14, 9) in Figure 2(b) the robot can move
only to the ends of the pipe from (14, 10) to (14, 11),
also beyondit to (14, 12). Other pipes do not offer a view
of the space after their far end, but since a pipe is not a
dead-end, that promises a mmin someother direction. For
example,from (4, 10) in Figure 2(b) the robot can see
ends of the (length one) pipe at (4, 13) but not beyond
that promisesa turn at the far end. Sucha turn-promising
far end of a pipe is called a corner. A corridor is learned
when,from the current state, the robot has only one or two
moves. The two endpoints of a corridor serve as the keys
to a hash table whichalso indicates whetheror not they are

for a dead-end. Corridors are enlarged and mergedtogether
as necessary. Like gates, only con’idors that Ariadneexperiences are learned.
A base is a location in a mA~ethat appears to have been
a key to a successful path. In the author’s hometown, people regularly give directions beginning"first yougo to the
Claremont Diner." Although it served memorablecheesecake, the Claremont Diner burned down15 years ago, and
there is nothingparticularly significant about the car dealership that has replaced it. Whatis significant is that the
diner was at a location that affords ready (not neces smily
shortest path) access to other locations in a 10-mileradius.
Abase is such a location. Basesare learned after a successful problem;the algorithmfirst corrects the path to eliminate loops and unnecessarydigressions. A base is a location
in that corrected path that was not in the headingfrom R to
G. A base is not a dead-endor Gitself, and a path intended
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Figure 3: (a) Asolution path and the bases that arise fromit. (b) A plan for a problemformulatedfrom learned bases.
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to circumventa wall contributes only its most extreme positions oppositethe original headings.Basesare stored on a
list with their frequency, the numberof times they have
been identified in different problems. The bases learned
fromone solution path are circled in Figure 3(a), wherethe
heading was {north} and the eastern-most comers became
bases.
Bases facilitate someprimitive, high-level planning for
Ariadne’s decision making. A plan in Ariadne is a sequence< b0 bl b2 ... bi-1 bi bi+1 ... bn bn+l > whereb0 is
the robot’s current location, bn+lis the goal, bi is a basefor
i = 1 to n, bi is alignedvertically or horizontally withbi+l,
and either bi-1 is closer to b0 than bi is, or else bi+1 is
closer to G than bi is. Plans are constructed with bidirectional search on aligned bases, with preference for bases of
higher frequency, as if there were no obstructions. A plan
fails whenthe robot is at somebi and there is an intervening obstruction that prevents its moveto bi+l. Anexample
of a plan Ariadne formulated for a problem is shownin
Figure 3Co), wherethe bases learned after 20 level-6 problems in the same mazeare indicated by their frequency
values. In Figure 3(b), some bases, such as (14, 5)
(14, 9) are the keys to the only route betweenthe eastern
and western portions of the maze. Others, such as (7, 13)
and (9, 9) lie at importantintersections, like the Claremont
Diner.

3. Obstrueters
Ariadneidentifies four kinds of obstructers: certain corridors, chambers,bottles, and barriers. A corridor mayobstruct movementeither because it is a dead-end, such as
(2, 9) in Figure2Co), or becauseit is a pipe, whoseinternal
locations afford access only to each other. Chambersand
bottles are circumscribing rectangular approximationsof
restricted spaces that are less narrowthan a corridor, and
have one or moreexits. A barrier is a linear approximation
of contiguousobstructed positions. Learningan obslructer
is often triggered whenthe robot has been hamperedin its

ability to movethrough space. For example: "The area of
the territory coveredby the last 30%of the moveswasless
than 10%of the total mazearea or included less than 10%
of the possible mazelocations," or "All the legal moves
have been visited at least once," or "60%of the decision
limit has been exhausted."
A chamberis an irregularly shapedspace with an access
point and an approximateextent. The extent is a bounding
rectangle, a compact, heuristic approximationof the furthest in each direction one can go in the chamber. The
access point is a location within the chamberthat affords a
viewoutside it, but neednot be on the borderof the extent.
Figure 4(a) showsa chamberwith extent I north, 13 east,
south, and 9 west. Whenthe robot movedto access point
(4, 13) it sawbeyondthat extent to the south- All locations
reachablefromthe robot’s initial position really constitute
one large chamber, but the chambersthat Ariadne learns
are morelimited and room-like. The learning algorithm for
a chamberis triggered whenthe problem has been underwayfor sometime, the robot has been recently constrained
and has been in its current location before, and there are
fewlegal movesto locations not yet visited on this problem
or the goal is remote. The learmngalgorithm for a chamber
first estimates the dimensionsaccordingto its current sensing, and then tries to moveto a location wherethe chamber
appears both higher and wider. Fromits current location
the robot scans once horizontally, and then from the
scannedlocation offering the largest view scans once again
vertically. (If there are no hodzontally-adjacentlegal locations, the vertical scan is performedfast.) If the procedure
identifies a sequence of one or two locations (access
points) that enlarge the extent, at least one of whichis previously unvisited during this problem,it records the chamber’s extent and access point on a list. The scan for the
chamberin Figure 4(a) began from (4, 12). A new chamber
maysubsumean old one, in whichcase it replaces it on the
list. Otherwise, chambers are not merged, and they may
overlap or have morethan one access point.
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A boule is another useful knowledgedescription of a
constrained space, similar to a chamber. Chambers,bowever, are learned deliberately by search, whereasbottles are
learned withoutsearch from analysis of the entire path after
a problemis completed. A potential bottle begins with a
location that was visited morethan once, and is repeatedly
extended in both directions along the path by immediately
neighboringpositions only ff it includes several spots, is
not comdor-like, and does not ultimately encompassmore
than 15%of the area of the maze. Oncea botOe is identified and its extent computed,its neck (not necessarily contiguous entry and/or exit point) is identified. Bottles are
stored in a hash table as an extent and a neck. Figure 4(b)
showsa bottle with extent 12 north, 6 cast, 14 south, and 1
west, and neck(6, 2).
A barrier is a linear approximationof a wall that obsu-ucts movement.
Figure 5 showsthe barriers learned after
20 problemsin a simple maze. The barrier from (13, 10)
(11, 13), for example,is an approximationof the wall in the
lowerright corner of the maze.Barriers are learned different ways, dependinguponthe search context in which they
arise. In each case, the learning algorithmis a function of
the preferences in the rationale that producedthe search
path. Experience determines which barriers are encountered; thus there could have been somebarriers learned to
describe the irregular vertical wall betweenthe eastern and
western portions of the mazein Figure 5, had the program
encountered difficulty whenrequired to avoid them. Each
retained barrier is an object with endpoints, slope, intercept, and length.
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4. Reasoningfor PragmaticNavigation
FORR(FOr the Right Reasons) is a problem-solving and
learning architecture that modelsthe transition from general expertise to specific expertise, and capitalizes on
methodsthat people use (Epstein 1994). FORR
approaches
problem solving as a sequence of reasonable decisions
based on the current state of the world and learned useful
knowledge.Ariadne is a FORR-based
system for pragmatic
navigation; it applies facilitators and obstructers to the
mate task. FORR’sthree-tier hierarchical model of the
reasoning process (shown in Figure 6) mediates among
decision-making rationales called Advisors. Each Advisor
is a "right reason," implementedas a time-limited procedure. Input to each of Ariadne’s Advisors is the current
state of the world, the current permissibleactions fromthat
state, and any learned useful knowledgeabout the current
territory. Each Advisor outputs any numberof comments
that support or discourage permissible actions. A comment
lists the Advisor, the action commentedupon, and a
strength, an integer in [0, 10] that mcasuresthe intensity
and direction of the Advisor’s opinion. Details on the architecture appear in (Epstein 1995).A full listing of Ariadne’s 30 Advisors and the useful knowledge18 of themapply appearsin Table1.
Thetiers are consulted in turn; if any tier makesa decision, it is executedand control is returned to tier 1. Advisors in tiers 1 and 2 are consulted in the predetermined,
fixed order shownin Table 1, and maymakea unilateral
decision. Thefour tier-1 Advisorsare perfectly correct, reactive proceduresthat decide quickly. Tier-I Advisorsalso
havethe ability to veto a move,elimi nating it fromfurther
consideration. The eight tier-2 Advisorsare situation-based
proceduresthat do time-limited search in an attempt to produce a sequence of movesthat they then mandate. Each

Table 1: Ariadne’s Advisorswith tiers 1 and 2 in prioritized order.
Tier
I
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Advisor
Victory
Can Do
No Way
Pipeline
Roundabout
Outta Here
Probe
Patchwork
Other Side
Super Quadro
Wander

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

HumptyDumpty Seek barriers.
Adventure
Moveto thus far unvisited locations, preferably towardgoal.
Been There
Discouragereturning to location already visited during this problem.
Chamberlain
Moveinto chamberthat contains goal; avoid chamberthat does not.
Contract
Takelarge steps whenfar from goal, and small steps whenclose to it.
Cork
Moveinto a botOethat contains goal; avoid a bottle that does not.
Corner
Moveto the end of a pipe that promisesa turn.
Crook
Moveto the end of a crookedcorridor.
Cycle Breaker
Stop repeatedvisits to samefew spots.
Detour
Moveawayfrom barriers that obstruct goal.
Done That
Discourage movesin same direction as before from a previonsly-visRedlocation.
Giant Step
If recently confined, take a long step, preferably towardgoal.
Goal Column
Alignrobot horizontallywith goal, if it is not already.
Goal Row
Alignrobot vertically withgoal, if it is not already.
Home Run
Movetoward bases.
Hurry
Takebig steps early and small steps late.
Leap Frog
Executeopportunistic plans.
Mr. Rogers
Moveinto neighborhoodof goal.
Opening
Beginas a previouslysuccessful path did.
Plod
Takea one-unit step, preferably towardgoal.
Quadro
Moveinto goal’s quadrant or into newquadrant,

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Rationale
If goal is reachableby a legal move,go there.
Moveadjacent to goal.
Avoiddead-ends.
Avoidinternal locations in straight corridors.
Circumnavigateintervening obstructions.
Exit chamberor dead-endnot containing goal.
Determinethe current extent and try to leave it.
Repair plans.
Moverobot to opposite side of goal.
Searchfor entry into goal’s quadrantor into newquadrant.
Movefar in an L-shapedpath.

tier-2 Advisorhas a ~ggerthat signals its applicability and
a search methodthat attempts to computesolution fragments(sequencesof moves)to address the identified situation. The solution fragmentsgenerated by a tier-2 Advisor
are tested serially. The 20 tier-3 Advisors are reactive,
time-limited heuristics that embodypath-finding commonsense and do no search in the maze. Each mayrecommend
or oppose any numberof unvetoed legal moves. All tier-3
Advisors vote together, and the simple ideas behind them
support rapid computation. Given 10 seconds, none has
ever run out of time on level 10 problems.
Advisorsreason with facilitators by attemptingto exploit
them. Super Quadro and Quadro apply gates to movethe
robot into the goal’s quadrant or to changequadrants, the
former with limited search, the latter with a reactive
heuristic. Four Advisorsapply bases, and plans conslructed
from them, to revisit key locations: Patchworkrepairs
plans, Wandermakes L-shaped paths into unknownterritory in inverse proportion to the percentage of locations
knownto be bases, and HomeRun and Leap Frog react to
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Useful knowledge
n

Corridors
Corridors
Bamers,corridors
Chambers,corridors
Bases
Gates
Barriers, average problem
steps, bases, corridors
Barriers
-Chambers
-Bottles
Corridors
Comdors
Bamers
--

Bases
Average problem steps
Bases
Openings
Gates

plans. Comerand Crookapply corridors. Comeradvocates
a moveto .the far end of a pipe that turns, morestrongly
whenthe pipe is in the direction of the goal, less so whenit
is opposite the direction of the goal. Crookadvocates a
moveto the near end of a comdorthat is neither straight
nor a dead-end, again morestrongly whenthe corridor is in
the direction of the goal, less so whenthe far end of the
corridor is oppositethe direction of the goal.
SomeAdvisors simply avoid obstmcters. NoWayve toes
any movethat would lead the robot into a dead-end that
could not contain the goal, and Pipeline vetoes a moveto
any location within a pipe whichit can see through. For example, in Figure 2(b) from (14, 9) Pipeline would
movesto (14, I0) and (14, 11); if traveling east efficiently,
one wouldgo through that pipe, not into it. Outta Here,
Roundabout, and Wander all avoid dead-ends during
search. Roundaboutand Wanderrestrict their search to
avoid knownbarriers. Adventure and Detour avoid moves
that position the robot with a knownbarrier betweenit and

the goal. If a barrier already intervenes, Detouralso encouragesmovesto avoid it.
Other Advisors must consider whether an obstructer
might contain the goal. Outta Here applies chamberswith
restricted search to exit a chamberif the goal is not there,
and enter it if the goal might be there. Probe learns chambers as a side effect of limited search. Chamberlain
is a reactive heuristic version of Outta Here, and Corkis the bottle version of Chamberlain.Thuswhenthe robot is outside
the bottle, Cork discourages movesinto a bottle whoseextent indicates that it cannot contain the goal, and encourages movesinto the neckof a bottle whoseextent indicates
that it can contain the goal. Whenthe robot is inside the
bottle, Corkreverses this advice.
Finally, two Advisors apply useful knowledgesupplied
by default by FORR,knowledgethat is not specific to
pragmatic navigation: Opening encourages the reuse of
previously successful path beginnings when applicable.
Althoughsuch movesmayseemodd if the goal is in a different location, the heuristic workswell ff the old path was
successful because it beganby movingto an area that offered goodaccess to other parts of the maze. The average
numberof problem steps is also referenced by Hurry and
by the triggers of several tier-2 Advisors.

limit which included all exploration during tier-2 search.
Onlevels 4 and 6, this limit wasset to 200. Abovelevel 6,
it was set to 1000to give the agents ampleopportunity to
solve each problem. The higher limit permitted more experience, so that Ariadne acquired additional useful knowledge to support better comments.
Table 2 reports the results for No-Learnand Ariadne
averagedacross the I0 runs in each experimentIn Table 2,
"distance" is the Manhattandistance along the path to the
goal. Since a step may movethrough one or more locations, path length varies amongproblemsof the samedifficulty. "Decisions"is the numberof steps taken during tier2 search or solution, while "moves"is the numberof steps
in the solution. (The distinction betweenthe numberof decisions and numberof movesis important: a moveappears
in the solution path, whilea decision is a step taken during
tier-2 search or solution.) Thenumberof distinct locations
actually visited during those moves is reported as
"locations." Distance, moves, and locations are computed
only over solved problems.(This tends to makethe ablated
agents look somewhatbetter than they actually are, because
they solve the easier problems.) "Time"is execution time
per testing problem,in seconds.
On every level Ariadne solved a few problems that NoLearn did not. By level 6, No-I_~am
had fairly long paths,
but consumedsimilar time and decision cycles. Onlevel 8,
however, its inadequacy was measurable at the 95%contidence level. Although No-Learnmanagedto solve 93%of
the problemsthere, inspection indicated that it had relied
heavily on tier 2, that is, had substituted search for knowledge.As a result, its paths werefar longer, and its decision
cycles and solution time substantially greater. The degree
of repetition in the paths is also indicative of their behavior.
Onlevel 8 No-Learnvisited 36%of its locations morethan
once while Ariadnerevisited only 8%. Clearly facilitators
and obstructers enhnnceAriadne’s performance.
Nor is there apparently any danger of learning so much
useful knowledgethat a detailed, grid-like mapof the maze
wouldhave been a moreefficient representation than Ariadne’s learned heuristic features. After 20 level-8 problems
in 20 x 20 randommazes, for example,there were on average only 41.8 barriers, 83.6 bases, 1.0 bottles, 3.7 chainbet’s, 49.3 corridors, and 18.2 gates. As a graph, however,
such a maze would have 280 nodes and approximately
1485edges.

$. Empirical Design and Results
Pragmatic navigation is achieved by the execution of
FORR’sFigure 6 decision process with all the Advisors of
Table I. Together Ariadne’s Advisors keep the robot on a
reasonablepath towardthe goal, exploiting the facilitators
and steering clear of the obstructers. To demonstratethat it
is facilitators and obstructers that empowerAriadne, we
devised an ablation experiment consisting of 10 rims. On
each run, Ariadne generated a 20 x 20 random mazethat
was 30%obstructed, and solved 20 learning problems
there. Then learning was turned off, and 10 newly-generated testing problemsfor the same mate were offered both
to the full version of Ariadneand to a No-Learnagent that
applied all the Advisors but made no useful knowledge
available. This experiment was repeated for problems at
levels 4, 6, and 8. Thelearning problemsestablished a useful knowledgebase for those Advisors that dependon it. A
problemof either kind was terminated whenthe reasoning
agent reachedthe goal or whenit reached the decision step

Table2: The performanceof Ariadneand an ablated version of it after learning in a particular 20 x 20 mazein Ariadne’s
world. Results are averagedover runs in 10 mates.
Problem level
4
4
6
6
8
8

Agent
No-Learn
Ariadne
No-Learn
Ariadne
No-Leza~
Ariadne

Distance
23.77
18.74
40.33
27.23
99.08
38.15

Decisions
35.27
20.33
58.53
47.61
202.85
115.19
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Moves
11.99
11.64
21.77
16.22
44.10
24.16

Locations
10.17
10.95
18.02
15.15
28.39
22.19

Time
1.41
1.21
2.38
1.99
7.08
4.00
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Figure 7: Somenon-randomenvironments: (a) warehouse(b) furnishedroom(c) office. Grids are omitted for clarity.
than the problemgenerator’s solution. (This is possible because the problemgenerator minimizesthe numberof turns
on the path to the goal, not the distance. In somemazes, a
path with moreturns can be shorter.) It also solved all the
warehouseproblemsreadily, 39%as well or better than the
problem generator. The office mazespresented a greater
challenge. Only 9%of Ariadne’s solutions were as goodor
better than the problemgenerator’s, and in several cases
Ariadnedid not solve the test problemwithin the 1000decision-step limit. (In contrast, the programdevotedan average of 37.47 decisions to furnished room problems, and
64.65 to warehouseproblems.) Inspection indicated that in
most cases the solution wasnear at hand, but the comerof.
rices had been sufficiently deceptive to demandadditional
search.

To measure the efficacy of Ariadne’s problem solving,
we compare it here with two standard AI techniques:
breadth-fLrst search and heuristic search with an evaluation
equal to the Euclideandistance from the robot to the goal.
In a separate experiment, again averaging 10 runs on level
8, on the testing problems Ariadne only visited 7.93%of
the locations in the mate, wh/le breadth-first search visited
79.89%. (This somewhatunderstates the cost of a physically executed breadth-first search, whosemanyrepetitive
subpaths go uncountedhere.) In yet another 10-rim experiment, this time at level I0, best-first search was able to
solve only 37%of the problems within 1000 steps, and
averaged path lengths of 92.32 on these solved problems,
versus Ariadne’s 55.30 path length with a 93%success
rate. Best-first search averaged 271.23 seconds per problem, Ariadne 5.93 seconds.
Althoughrandommazes present interesting challenges,
real navigators face environments which are not random.
To test Ariadne’s robusmess, three other classes of mazes
intended to modelmorerealistic worlds were constructed.
These mazeclasses represent furnished rooms, warehouses,
and office suites on a 40 × 40 grid. Anexampleof each appears in Figure 7. A warehousemaze modelsa single room,
muchlike the typical basement,garage, attic or storeroom,
with non-overlapping rectangular obstructions scattered
about. A furnished room maze models a room some of
whoserectangular obstructions mayoverlap or be balanced
along the perimeter. Anoffice maze modelsa single floor
in an office building, with an outer rectangle of offices
(those that could have windows)bordered within by a rectangular hallway and comeroffices accessible only through
an adjacent office.
Ariadne was developed for random mazes. Without any
changesin the useful knowledgeor the Advisors, we tested
the progrsnl in ma7es like those in Figure 7. Level-8 problems were run on the offices and warehouses, but it was
difficult to find a furnished roomwith enoughproblemsat
any higher level than 4, apparently because the required
gap betweenthe perimeter and the furniture provides ready
access to most locations. Althoughthese new mazeswere 4
times larger than those in earlier experiments,the decisionstep limit remainedat 1000. Ariadne solved all the furnished roomproblemseasily, 54%of themas well or better

6. Cognitiveplausibility
There is no claim here that Ariadneis a cognitive modelof
a humannavigator, only that manyof its features are cognitively plausible. Several of the Advisorsdo modelprinciples of naive geographic reasoning (Egenhofer & Mark
1995)all of us readily recognize: Plod’s tentativeness, Adventure’s curiosity, and Hurry’s anxiety. In addition, cognitive scientists have found evidencefor Contract’s ratiohale (Golledge 1995) and the rationales of several of the
other Advisors (Gryl 1995). There have, however,been
tests of humansubjects on problemsas difficult as these.
Indeed, psychologists doubt that most people with the same
visual limitations as Ariadne’s robot could solve problems
on this scale muchabovelevel 4 (personal communication,
Ratterman).
The use of a learning architecture, rather than a prespecifled one, is supportedby evidence that people evolve superior performance. Humanexpertise develops only from repeated experience at problemsolving (Ericsson &Charness
1994, Ericsson, Krampe,&Tesch-R6mer1993; Ericsson &
Smith1991; Piaget &Inhelder 1967). This expertise is applicable to a related set of problemclasses. For example,an
expert path finder in unfamiliar territory will immediately
wonderabout dead-ends and not about the color of obstructions. Experts rely upona foundation of domainknowledge
that provides a source of focus and direction to provide a
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baseline level of competence.Thus the architecture need
not begin withtotal ignorance;it is reasonableto provideit
with general domain knowledgeand the methods to specialize it, for example,by learningfeature instances.
Ariadne’sfacilitators and obstructers formits cognitive
map,its representation of its world. Thesefeatures are consistent with the ways humansrepresem space. People use
constructed representations of the visual world to makeinferences about space, representations that are based upon,
but more abstract and general than, perception (Tversky
1991). Theserepresentations systematically distort visual
perception to facifitate recall (Tversky1992). Theyare integrated with manyother kinds of information to form a
modelthat the humanuser does not require to be complete
or consistent. Ariadne’sre liauce uponmultiple representalions and its tolerance for inconsistent and even incorrect
information, geographerstell us, is muchlike the naive geography that people rely on (Egenhofer & Mark 1995).
Even the use of levels (number of turns) for degree
problemdifficulty is supportedby results that people gauge
distance that way(Sadalla &Magel1980).

7. Related Work
Although Ariadne’s maze problems maybe reminiscent of
recent workin reinforcement learning, it is important to
note that the program’stask and fundamentalapproach are
significantly different (Moore &Atkeson 1993; Sutton
1990). Such programsseek convergenceto an optimal path
through repeated solution of what, according to our definilion, wouldbe a single problem.In contrast, Ariadne has
no mechanismthat would guarantee optimality, and will
quickly settle upon the sameroute in most cases. Ariadne
constructs satisficing paths for a set of problems,applying
knowledgelearned from one problemto the others, instead
of from one problem-solvingattempt to another attempt at
the sameproblem.
Another suggested learning approach was a case-based
planningmethodfor the grid world that operated in a set of
abstraction spaces, and stored both detailed and abstracted
solution
paths(Branting
& Aha1995).
Thesemazeswere
somewhat
simplerversions
of Ariadne’s
warehouses,
whichpresent
fewdead-ends,
narrow-necked
chambers
or
bottles,
oreffective
barriers
between
large
regions.
Once
again,
Ariadne
would
findthemquite
easy.
Onewaytocharacterize
anapproach
tolearning
navigation
fora robot
isbythedegree
towhich
itreflects
what
is
knownabouthumanperception
andbehavior.
PLANis a
connectiouist
model
thatintegrates
pathfinding
intogeneralcognition (Chown, Kaplan. & Kortenkamp 1995).
PLAN
learns a topological mapof experienced landmarks,
a route map of place sequences and directions between
them, and a survey mapof global information. All three
mapsare based on a visual scene rather than an aerial view.
The resultant system has strong biases to hnmansensory
°orientation (particularly in its refusal to see morethan 180
about its position) and limited short-term memory,neither
of whichis necessaryfor intelligent robot navigation. The
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authors claim that such mapsare therefore basedon experience, but the experiencethey record is purely visual or rote
experience. In contrast, Ariadne retains knowledgethat
represents both momentaryexperience (e.g., a gate) and
reasoning about a sequenceof experiences (e.g., a base).
Although developed independently, some of PLAN’sfeatures are quite similar to Ariadne’s:its gatewaysare similar
to Ariadne’sgates, its regions similar to Ariadne’sbottles
and chambers. PLAN
makes its global overview explicit,
and plans hierarchically from regional maps. PLAN’sexpertise, however, appears to be in mapswhose scale and
level of difficulty are far below those Ariadne Iraverses
withease, and the authors offer no statistics oneither its efficiency or effectiveness.
A second way to characterize an approach to learning
navigationfor a robot is by its representation of its world.
Hayes has constructed a rigorous approach to reasoning
about space (Hayes1988). He too envisions representations
of space into pieces (like Ariadne’s bottles, chambers,and
q--&ants) that have boundaries and connectors (like Ariadne’s bottlenecks, access points, and gates). There is, as
yet, no implemented version, however. TOUR(Kuipers
1978) and Qualnav (Kuipers & Levitt 1988) have landmarksthat are sensorily distinctive. Ariadne’sgrid world,
as originally postulated by Koff, did not provide such
landmarks. As a substitute, Ariadne has gates and bases
predicated upon theories about what might be useful in
travel. Ariadne does not store routes or route fragments
from completed problems either, whereas TOURand
PLAN
both keep a topological network of routes between
places that can be manipulatedto find a path. Unlikethese
systems, Ariadne’sglobal overviewis implicit in the useful
knowledge
it learns; it plans naively and opportunistically.
Althoughit wouldbe simple enoughto learn a route-fragmentgraph on Ariadne’s gates and bases, the reactive approach described here is preferred, for both its computational efficiencyand its limited storage.

8. Conclusions
H, mannavigators react quickly and correctly to clearly
productive or nnhelpful opportunities, such as "there’s the
goal" or "not that dead-endagain." Theyentertain a variety
of heuristics, such as "closer is better" or "whenfar away.
take a long, straight step." Theyalso digress into a search
modetailored for a particular situation, for example,"this
obstacle is between me and the goal, so I have to get
aroundit."
Ariadne is an implementedpragmatic navigation system
that epitomizes this kind of naive geographicreasoning, as
if it were learning the way around a new campusor towg
Ariadne learns a variety of features about a newenvironment, and uses that knowledgeto solve multiple travel
problems there. Ariadne solves multiple problems in the
sameterritory. It solves the easier ones in fewer steps and
with fewer resources than more difficult problems. Compared to traditional search techniques, it solves these problems quickly, as measured in elapsed problem-solving

time, numberof decisions, and path length. It also performs
effidently, as measuredby numberof distinct locations visited and the percentageof repeated locations in a path. And
Ariadne learns, so that it applies previous experience to
hitherto unseen problems, both in randommazesand in a
variety of morerealistic world models.
Facilitators and obstructers prove themselves to be a
flexible and pragmatic foundation for pragmatic navigation. As the data indicate, learning is essential to an agent
facing hard problems with limited resources. The ablated
No-Learnagent failed to solve manyof the hardest problems, while the full version could performquite well after
only 20 learning trials. The same useful knowledgecan be
applied (e.g., dead-ends) and learned (e.g., barriers)
manyways. Facilitators and obstructers appear to capture
key navigational concepts about two-dimensional space,
conceptsthat supportrobust and effective travel there.
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